Abstract. For a bounded invertible linear operator A let 9>A consist of those operators X for which sup{||^4"A^4 _"||: n > 0} > oo. It is shown that 9>A contains the ideal of compact operators if and only if A is similar to a scalar multiple of a unitary operator. Also, if A is invertible and either has a one-point spectrum or is positive definite then 9>A n 9iA-< is the cornmutant of A.
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In [2] Deddens shows that if A = JX dEx is a positive invertible operator on a separable Hubert space % then the nest algebra associated with the nest {F[0, X]: X > 0} coincides with the set ©^ of operators X for which sup{||;4'X4~',||: « > 0} < oo. Conversely every nest algebra is a %A for some A. His results suggest that the boundedness condition defining %A is of interest for any invertible A.
The present paper has three goals, namely to decide when ^>A contains the compact operators, to simplify the discussion of the case in which <$>A = [A }' with % finite dimensional, and to give a partial resolution of the same problem in the general case: ($>A n ?e>A-i = {-^Y ^ tne spectrum of A is a singleton.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge an indirect conversation with A. L. Shields which put me onto a theorem of Cartwright (see [1, 10.2.1]) which was a major ingredient in the original proof of Lemma 2. The simple argument given below was inspired by a comment of J. A. Deddens about a detail of that proof. I am grateful to him for several conversations about the results of this note.
We begin by resolving a question raised in [2] . Proof. Let an(X) = A"XA ~n for « > 0. If sup{||a"(AT)||: « > 0} < oo for each compact operator K then the linear transformations a" are uniformly bounded on the Banach space of compact operators by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and ||aj| < M. But then if / 0 g denotes the rank one operator that takes « G % to (h, g)f we have \\Anf\\ |M*""g|| = \\Anf ® A*~ng\\ = ll«n(/ ® g)\\ < M for all unit vectors / and g. This gives \\A"\\ \\A ~"|| < M for n > 0. In [2] it is shown that this condition implies that A is similar to a scalar multiple of a unitary operator.
The converse assertion is clear.
In general one has %A D {A}', the commutant of A. In [2] it is shown that equality holds with dim % < oo if and only if A is a nonzero scalar multiple of an operator of the form 1 + N, N nilpotent. The necessity of this condition is also an immediate consequence of the next result. supdle'^e-^ll: t > 0} < e2msup{\\enBXe~nB\\: n -1, 2,... } for any operators X and B.
Proof. Each positive real number t = n + r with 0 < r < 1, and erB has norm at most eim.
The preceding lemma gives another proof of the result of [2] that %A n %A-t = {A}' for A positive and invertible. Write A = eB with B Hermitian. If X belongs to <$>A n %A-\ and X = t + is then 2 K ^b(X) = e^^'Xe-^e-"" o »! has norm at most supfje'^e-'*!!: f G R} < oo so that, by Liouville's Theorem, the entire function on the left is constant and 8B{X) = Q, XE{B}'Q{A}'.
In [2] it is conjectured that if A = 1 + Q with Q quasinilpotent then %A = {A}'. We are unable to prove this. The next result, however, shows that Theorem 2. If Q is quasinilpotent and X is an operator for which sup{||e"eJfe-"e||: n = ±1, ±2, . . . } < oo then QX = XQ. 
